
2.2 SEGUENTAL PHONEMES

West Kewa has the following phonemes: p, t, k, b, d, g, m, n, 1, r,

s> w, y, 8, a,e, i, o and u. This inventory is two less than E. Kewa,

which also has the palatals /^/ and /n/ (Kewa I: 30).
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The symbols employed here have traditional articulatory values

except that /t/ and /y/ are fronted, /b/ and /d/ are prenasalised, /I/

and /r/ are flaps, and /g/ is generally voiceless and backed. As an

orthographic convention /a/ will hereafter be written /a/; /»/ will be

written as /aa/.^

Any consonant or vowel may occur as a syllable onset, but only a

vowel occurs as syllable terminus: pa 'to do'; ta 'to hit'i kf 'hand';

bi 'name'i di 'a count'; gf 'to give (to Ist or 2nd person)'; md 'aand';

nu 'net bag' ; lo 'stomach' ; ro 'bridge'; saa 'we <two)'; waa 'sugar

cane'; yal 'bird'; la 'man'; e 'garden' ; i 'excrement' ; o 'scabs'; u

'sleep 'J

Syllable nuclei have a contrastive peak of tone which is always

simple, even in combination with other vowels: aaf 'banana'.

Any vowel may follow any consonant in a syllable, except for these

restrictions: *yi, 'yu, 'wu . In contiguous syllables of a single



morpheme the following combinations have not been observed: •CeCi,

•CeCu, »CoCI, »CoCu, i.e. low non-central and high vowels do not occur

in contiguous syllables separated by a consonant.

There are other phonological features which are important but which
have been outlined elsewhere; others are not as well developed. Note
especially that: (1) except for /aa/ which is perceptably slightly
longer, long vowels are restricted to monosyllabic rhythm units

(Kewa 1:33); (2) any rhythm unit (or phonological foot) is a unit of

stress placement, each foot having an obligatory stress which is the

nucleus (Kewa 11:81); (3) a plus Juncture accompanies the Joining of

single foot syllables within a single morpheme.

Word space, for the most part, also represents plus Juncture, but

grammatical words are determined by criteria other than plus Juncture

alone. On the phonological realm, clitics in combination with stems

or each other, as well as any V which is not /a/ or /••/ but which is

followed by one of them, have audible transition points. Compound

stems, on the other hand, have their borders signalled by a change in

pitch at the seam, by plus Juncture, or by both. Some considerations

of plus Juncture may be morphophonemic, e.g. /y/ may be interpreted as

occurring as a variant of plus Juncture in certain positions.

2.3 TONE

Most New Guinea Highland languages have been found to have a

phonemic system which includes tone or accent.^ The partition of

suprasegmental systems into tone systems on the one hand, and accent

systems on the other has been suggested for a number of reasons:^

(1) In accentual systems high pitch is most often linked with the

nucleus of a rhythm unit; in a tonal system the tone is not dependent
on the nucleus of a rhythm unit.

(2) In accentual systems the position of the accent is conditioned
by the placement of the vowel nucleus in the rhythm unit; in a tonal
system every vowel carries a contrastive tone.

(3) In accentual systems the morphophonemics often detennines but

one accent in a string of word»; in a tonal system the contrastive

tone points are maintained.

Cj) In accentual systems phonetic features of voice quality may

help determine an unaccented string of syllables; in a tonal system the

phonetic features of short rises or falls occur at the margins of

syllables.
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In general the points which Pike and Scott outline for tonal

systems hold for Kewa. The only modification necessary would be point

<3)» where in Kewa contrastive tone points are often neutralised in

morphotenemies

.

Tone was shown to be phonemic in E. Kewa (Kewa Its'*). Tonal

patterns in W. Kewa correspond to those in E. Kewa with the exception

that a low-low pattern occurs on verb stems and must be reconstructed

only in the case of nouns. In E. Kewa all basic low-low patterns

were reconstructed on the basis of their perturbation pattern.

The four tonal patterns of two syllable verb stems are illustrated

in the following frame:

(1)


